MADE POSSIBLE BY

G LO B A L PA RT N E R

MOBILE APP GUIDE

WELCOME

LOGIN

Once you’ve downloaded and launched

When logging in you will be asked to select

the STEPtember App you will be presented

your country. By default the app will try to

with the Welcome Screen. If you’ve already

display the relevant country based on your

registered for STEPtember then tap the ‘Get

devices location settings, however if this

Started’ button to log in.

is incorrect you can adjust it manually by
tapping the dropdown menu.

If you haven’t yet registered, you will need
to first register online by either visiting
the website your computer or tapping the
‘Register here’ link at the bottom of the
screen (which opens the website in your
devices browser).
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MY DASHBOARD
| TEAM STEPS

MY DASHBOARD
| PROGRESS

By default the ‘Team Steps’ tab is active and

Swipe left or tap the ‘Progress’ tab in the

displays your total team steps to date as well

center to switch to the ‘Progress’ view.

as a ring graph representing each of your
team members progress.

Your team’s progress towards the overall
step goal is displayed as a percentage

The team member who currently has the

and represented by the green ring. Your

highest total step count is represented in

progress through the 30 days of the event

blue, followed by green, light green and light

is represented by the grey ring and today’s

grey respectively.

date is displayed.

If you are participating in a team of less than

Ideally these two rings will align throughout

four the remaining rings will be dark grey.

the event, indicating that your team is on
track to complete the challenge.

Steps will not be displayed until event start
date, September 1st, 2021.
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MY DASHBOARD
| DAILY STEPS
Scroll down and you will see a line graph
indicating each of your team members total
daily steps. By default the graph shows the
most recent days of activity, however you can
swipe left and right to pan through the entire
event timeline.
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MY FUNDRAISING
| EMPTY

MY FUNDRAISING
| ACTIVE

The ‘My Journey’ section comprises of two

Once you have received a donation, it will

tabs displaying your individual journey data.

appear within the ‘My Fundraising’ tab.

By default the ‘My Fundraising’ tab is active

The ‘My Fundraising’ tab contains a list of

and displays your individual fundraising.

donations that have been made to you, not
to your fellow team members.

If you have not yet received any donations
this section will appear in its ‘empty state’

The ‘I’ve Raised’ amount is the sum total of

displaying a call-to-action prompting you to

your individual fundraising efforts relative to

‘Request Donation’. This will direct you to the

your overall fundraising goal.

‘Get Sponsors’ section of the App.
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MY STEPS
| EMPTY

MY STEPS
| ACTIVE

Tap the ‘My Steps’ tab in the top right to

Once you have logged steps they will appear

switch to the ‘My Steps’ view.

in the ‘My Steps’ tab arranged by date.

If you have not yet logged any steps this

The ‘My Steps’ list only comprises of steps

section will appear in its ‘empty state’

that have been made to you, not to your

displaying a call-to-action prompting the user

fellow team members. If you log an activity,

to ‘Add steps’.

the equivelant steps are displayed in this list
(not the activity).
The ‘My Steps’ amount is the sum total of
your individual steps and activities.
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ADD BUTTON
| SELECT ACTION

LOG ACTION
| LOADING

In the center of the navigation tabs at the

Upon logging steps or an activity you will

bottom of the screen is an ‘Add button’.

momentarily see a loading screen while your

Tapping this button opens up the ‘Select

new steps are being added to your individual

Action’ prompt where you can choose

and team overall step total. This takes

between three common tasks, ‘Take a Photo’,

roughly 3-5 seconds.

‘Logging Steps’ or ‘Logging an Activity’.
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LOG STEPS
| MANUAL

LOG STEPS
| SELECT A DATE

If you tap the ‘Steps’ icon from the ‘Select

By default the ‘Select a date’ drop down

Action’ prompt, you will taken to the ‘Log

menu is set to the current day of the event.

Steps’ screen.
You can log steps for the current day, or any
This is where you will log your steps daily

previous day of the event, but not for any

throughout STEPtember once the event

future dates. Future dates are grayed out and

starts. If you attempt to log steps before the

unable to be selected until that day.

event begins you will be asked to wait.
Tap the “Enter your steps“ input and enter
the desired number of steps to log..
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MY STEPS
| ACTIVE

MY STEPS
| DELETE

Once you have successfully connected your

To remove a step entry from the ‘My Steps‘ list,

fitness tracker it will appear in a list on the

simply swipe left on the step entry list item, then tap

Log Steps screen.

the ‘Delete‘ button.

Now, to log steps that you’ve tracked on your
fitness tracker, simply select a date then tap
‘Fitness Tracker’. The total number of steps
that you’ve tracked with your connected
device on that day will appear below. If you
haven’t tracked any steps that day, then it
will stay on 0 steps. Then tap the ‘Log steps’
button.
You need to log your steps for each day even
if you have a connected fitness tracker.
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MY STEPS
| FITNESS TRACKER
You can also choose to log steps that have been
tracked on a compatible fitness tracker. The
first time you tap the fitness tracker option you
will see a ‘Connect a tracker’ link in the center of
the screen. After tapping this link you will be
prompted to link your Apple Health Kit, Garmin or
Fitbit account for iOS devices or your Google Fit,
Garmin or Fitbit account for Android devices.
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LOG ACTIVITY
| EMPTY

LOG ACTIVITY
| SELECT ACTIVITY

If you tap the ‘Activity’ icon from the ‘Select

By default the ‘Select a date’ drop down menu is

Action’ prompt, you will taken to the ‘Log

set to the current day of the event.

Activity’ screen.
As per Log Steps, you can log activities for the
This is where you will log any activities you

current day, or any previous day of the event,

perform throughout STEPtember once the

but not for any future dates. Future dates are

event starts. If you attempt to log an activity

grayed out and unable to be selected until that

before the event begins you will be asked to

day.

wait.
There are a number of activities that can be
selected. The activity is combined with the
selected duration and intensity to calculate an
approximate equivelant number of steps.
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TAKE PHOTO
| OVERLAY

TAKE PHOTO
| SHARE

If you tap the ‘Photo’ icon from the ‘Select

Once you’ve take a photo it will be

Action’ prompt, you will taken to the ‘Take a

automatically saved to your device. Then

photo’ screen.

you will be prompted to share it via Email,
Twitter, Facebook, SMS or any other sharable

This is where you can take photo’s before,

account on your device.

during and after the event to share your
STEPtember activities and stepping with your

Depending on the social platform you choose

supporters.

to share your photo on, a prewritten message
and link to your fundraising page may also be
shared. You can edit the message and share
it on as many platforms as you like, then click
‘Done’ once you’re finished.
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MENU | OPTIONS

MENU | LOG OUT

The ‘Menu’ section offers links to some

The ‘Manage connected trackers’ menu item

additional screens as well as a list of links

opens the screen where you can connect

to various key pages on the STEPtember

and disconnect your Apple Health, Fitbit and

website.

Google Fit accounts.

Tap your profile picture at the top of the

The About STEPtember section comprises

menu to take a new photo.

of links to key pages on the STEPtember
website as well as preset email and phone

The My Fundraising section comprises mostly
of links to the STEPtember website.

number for any additional support you
require.
Finally the ‘Log out’ button will log you out of
the current session and take you back to the
Welcome Screen.
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